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Continental United States 
climate projections based on 
thermodynamic modification  
of historical weather
andrew D. Jones  1,2 ✉, Deeksha Rastogi3, Pouya Vahmani  1, Alyssa M. Stansfield4,5, 
Kevin a. Reed  4, Travis thurber  6, Paul A. Ullrich7 & Jennie S. Rice  8

Regional climate models can be used to examine how past weather events might unfold under different 
climate conditions by simulating analogue versions of those events with modified thermodynamic 
conditions (i.e., warming signals). Here, we apply this approach by dynamically downscaling a 40-year 
sequence of past weather from 1980–2019 driven by atmospheric re-analysis, and then repeating this 
40-year sequence a total of 8 times using a range of time-evolving thermodynamic warming signals that 
follow 4 80-year future warming trajectories from 2020–2099. Warming signals follow two emission 
scenarios (SSP585 and SSP245) and are derived from two groups of global climate models based on 
whether they exhibit relatively high or low climate sensitivity. The resulting dataset, which contains 25 
hourly and over 200 3-hourly variables at 12 km spatial resolution, can be used to examine a plausible 
range of future climate conditions in direct reference to previously observed weather and enables a 
systematic exploration of the ways in which thermodynamic change influences the characteristics of 
historical extreme events.

Background & Summary
Future climate projections are widely used across research and practitioner communities to provide insight into 
how climate change is affecting and will continue to affect environmental conditions of relevance to society, 
including the characteristics of extreme events such as heat waves, droughts, and storms. The recently completed 
Sixth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6)1 offers a rich dataset of coordinated global climate 
projections that spans multiple Global Climate Models (GCMs) and multiple time-evolving future scenarios2 
framed around both socioeconomic conditions, known as Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs)3, and vari-
ous levels of plausible anthropogenic forcing of the climate, known as Representative Concentration Pathways 
(RCPs)4.

Applying these projections for detailed analysis of climate impacts and adaptation, however, often requires 
that one contend with three interrelated challenges: downscaling, bias-correction, and selecting future pro-
jections that reflect an appropriate range of uncertainty. First is the challenge of downscaling relatively coarse 
global data to smaller spatial scales that are fit-for-purpose for local and regional scale analysis. While GCMs 
can be run at very high spatial resolutions5–7, the majority of projections available via CMIP6 are typically on 
the order of 100 km or greater in horizontal grid spacing. This resolution does not resolve regional processes 
affecting finer-scale heterogeneous conditions, particularly in regions of complex topography8 or other regions 
with variable surface features such as metropolitan areas9. Such regions can exhibit variability at scales of 10 km 
or less, depending on the phenomenon of interest. There are various downscaling methods, many of which also 
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try to address the fact that GCMs are not perfect representations of reality and therefore may exhibit biases 
when evaluated against historical data10, although downscaling approaches can themselves introduce biases11. 
Future projections reflect a range of uncertainties arising from multiple emission scenarios, models, and nat-
ural variability12,13. However, with limited resources, it is often not possible to downscale or further analyse all 
available projections, requiring instead a careful consideration of how to sample the range of possibilities in a 
parsimonious yet representative manner14. Solutions to these intersecting challenges have distinct advantages 
and disadvantages, which make them suitable or unsuitable for different applications15.

One commonly employed technique for downscaling climate data to practitioner-relevant scales is statistical 
downscaling. This technique involves the identification of statistical relationships among larger scale variables 
represented by GCMs and smaller scale observed outcomes of interest within a historical period, which can then 
be extrapolated to estimate such smaller scale outcomes associated with future GCM projections16–20. Statistical 
downscaling has the advantage of being relatively computationally inexpensive and thus can be applied to a 
large number of projections. This enables a broad sampling across many models, model realisations, and future 
scenarios, which can then be sub-sampled post-hoc according to the needs of different applications. Statistical 
downscaling procedures also typically have a built-in bias-correction step16,19. However, statistical downscaling 
is limited to cases in which adequate observational data are available for establishing robust statistical relation-
ships, which limits the number of variables that can be downscaled and the temporal resolution of the down-
scaled data (often daily rather than hourly). Statistical downscaling also implicitly assumes that the relationship 
among large- and small-scale variables is stationary, even in climate futures that are quite different from present 
day. This so-called “stationarity” assumption21 has been shown to break down in certain cases where substan-
tial environmental change occurs, such as in mountainous regions where warming fundamentally alters snow 
regimes and therefore land-atmosphere coupling processes22. Moreover, if multiple variables are each statisti-
cally downscaled and bias-corrected independently of one another, then questions arise regarding how phys-
ically consistent the resulting suite of variables is with one another, although cases have been documented in 
which correlations among independently downscaled and bias-corrected variables are indeed preserved17, and 
multivariate bias-correction techniques have also been developed23.

A second technique is direct dynamical downscaling, which involves the application of regional climate mod-
els (RCMs) that take coarse-scale GCM data as boundary conditions to further simulate smaller scale physical 
processes24–26. Dynamical downscaling yields a large suite of variables (comparable to GCMs themselves), which 
can be saved at high temporal resolution, and which are guaranteed to be physically consistent with one another 
by the physical constraints built into RCMs. However, regional climate models introduce their own inherent 
biases and also do not explicitly correct the biases of the GCMs that are used for their inputs15,27. This means 
that projections derived from different GCM-RCM pairings generally simulate statistically distinct historical cli-
mates26,28, complicating their comparison with one another and often necessitating an additional bias-correction 
step to obtain a consistent baseline historical period and to render them more useful for impacts and adaptation 
applications11,29. Bias-correction of dynamically modelled hydrologic phenomena has been shown to correct 
certain statistical properties while exacerbating errors in others30. Additionally, the high computational cost and 
data requirements of dynamical downscaling mean that few overall projections can be downscaled as a practical 
matter, requiring careful a priori consideration of how to sub-sample within the larger ensemble of projections 
available for downscaling14.

More recently, Thermodynamic Global Warming (TGW) simulations have been developed as another 
method for leveraging the information within GCMs to gain insight about future climate conditions31–37. This 
approach attempts to first reproduce past sequences of weather events, and then applies a thermodynamic 
warming signal (e.g., changes in temperature and moisture) derived from one or more GCMs to examine 
how those same events would play out in a hotter climate. We note that variations on this approach have been 
referred to by several names in the literature, including “surrogate warming”38, “pseudo global warming”35, and 
“imposed global warming”37, although the specific application of the concept has differed. In our research, we 
adopt the moniker TGW as we believe it best describes the essential distinguishing feature of the approach as 
we’ve implemented it.

TGW commonly relies on RCMs to translate larger scale conditions to smaller scales33–36, and thus can 
be thought of as a specialised form of dynamical downscaling in such cases. However, rather than directly 
taking GCM outputs as boundary conditions, TGW simulations first begin by downscaling re-analysis data. 
Re-analysis is a method of assimilating weather observations into atmospheric models in order to produce 
an observationally consistent reproduction of past weather events39,40. Downscaling re-analysis thus yields a 
high-resolution baseline simulation that reproduces a known sequence of historical weather. This is notably dis-
tinct from directly downscaling historical GCM simulations from CMIP61, which by design are not intended to 
reproduce individual past events. Next, the re-analysis data are modified by applying a thermodynamic climate 
change signal derived from GCMs (e.g., by increasing mean temperatures and absolute humidity in a manner 
consistent with the mean changes in one or more GCMs). This modified re-analysis data is then downscaled in 
the same way as the original data, yielding a simulation that can be interpreted as replaying past events in the 
context of future thermodynamic warming. The downscaling step is important for imposing physical consist-
ency via the RCM, while also resolving finer scale processes. In this way, the TGW approach differs from simpler 
“delta” methods41,42, in which warming signals are added to historical data without any additional modelling.

TGW has been applied to examine discrete events, such as heat waves37, atmospheric rivers32, tropical 
cyclones33, and droughts31,34, to enable a careful examination of how these known, and often impactful, events 
might have unfolded if the same large-scale dynamical conditions occurred in the context of a warmer future 
climate. The approach has also been used in a climate change attribution framework to quantify the degree 
to which the characteristics of observed events have already been influenced by climate change33,43. Focusing 
on known events and their plausible analogues in alternative climates can be a useful approach that supports 
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climate risk analysis and adaptation planning, due to the compatibility of this approach with decision-making 
processes aimed at learning from or preparing for particular events44, and may also support the quantification of 
losses and damages associated with anthropogenic influences on specific impactful events45. Furthermore, the 
TGW approach partitions uncertainty in a useful manner by focusing detailed mechanistic modelling on the 
better understood thermodynamic dimensions of climate change46,47, while allowing the less well understood 
dynamical aspects to be explored through a plausible physical climate scenario framework44. It is important 
to note that dynamical changes (e.g., changes in atmospheric circulation or large-scale modes of variability) 
influence the frequency with which weather patterns and events occur, and so the TGW approach is more suited 
to understanding how the characteristics and intensity of known events could change, rather than providing a 
complete picture of how their frequencies change.

Examining climate change implications on discrete events offers a unique perspective for understanding the 
processes driving changing event characteristics, but also raises questions about generalizability to a larger class 
of related events. A few studies have applied the TGW technique over sufficiently large temporal and spatial 
domains to examine a large number of extreme events of the same type. These include a study that applied the 
technique to 13 years of historical data covering the entire Continental United States (CONUS) land area35, 
and one that applied the technique to 15 summer months covering the state of California36. Such datasets have 
provided a valuable scientific resource, resulting in a number of studies examining the generalised implications 
of thermodynamic warming on different event types such as heat waves36,48, tropical cyclones49, and convective 
dynamics50.

In the present study, we aim to produce a set of CMIP6-derived climate projections for the continental US 
that can be applied in a consistent manner from past to future and across the range of sectors, spatial scales, 
and temporal scales required to assess climate risks and explore tradeoffs and interactions among adaptive 
responses51. In particular, we seek to produce a dataset that can be used to explore adaptive responses that 
evolve over the decadal timescales inherent to infrastructure planning and land use change, while also providing 
insight into shorter timescale extreme events that lead to acute stress on human systems. In doing so, we seek 
to leverage some of the useful features of the TGW approach such as reproduction of known historical event 
sequences, the ability to explore potential future climate conditions in reference to those past events, and the 
production of a wide variety of hourly variables.

While less spatially resolved, our approach shares several similarities with Liu et al.35 in that we apply the 
TGW approach across the entire CONUS for several years of historical reference data. Rather than shifting the 
entire historical period to a single future reference period, though, we derive time-evolving thermodynamic 
climate change signals that are applied differentially to each historical year. This allows us to produce evolving 
past-to-future simulations that follow a particular future warming trajectory. We begin by downscaling the 
ERA5 re-analysis dataset40 for 40 years spanning 1980–2019. We then repeat this sequence twice with added 
time-evolving thermodynamic warming signals that correspond to the years 2020–2059 and 2060–2099, respec-
tively. Thus, the year 1980 is thermodynamically modified twice to represent the years 2020 and 2060. The year 
1981 is modified to represent 2021 and 2061, and so on (see Fig. 1). To sample the range of possible future 
warming resulting from both GCM model uncertainty and emission scenario uncertainty, we do this 4 times for 
4 distinct future warming trajectories: low-sensitivity models for SSP245, high-sensitivity models for SSP245, 
low-sensitivity models for SSP585, and high-sensitivity models for SSP585.

The resulting dataset, which contains 25 hourly and over 200 3-hourly variables at 12 km spatial resolution, 
can be used to track a plausible range of future climate conditions across 4 future 80–year warming trajectories. 
Each of these 80-year trajectories is composed of two 40-year future simulations (2020–2059 and 2060–2099) 
that are thermodynamically modified analogies of a single 40-year historical baseline that reproduces observed 
historical weather events (Fig. 2). Thus, each event in the historical period is repeated 8 times (twice for each of 
4 future projections) at different warming levels depending on which historical year the event occurred in. This 
provides a rich dataset for examining the thermodynamic implications of climate change on previously observed 
weather, facilitating the comparison of multiple events of a given type with one another and their analogues at 
multiple future warming levels.

We expect that this dataset will be widely useful for conducting climate impacts and adaptation research, 
including for multisector dynamics research51 that considers interacting impacts and adaptive responses 
across multiple sectors and scales. In particular, the reproduction of historical events is useful for validat-
ing the performance of downstream infrastructure models and serves as a starting point for storyline-driven 
research44. Continuously evolving projections that follow the SSP scenarios provide a foundation for examining 
path-dependent adaptive dynamics that interact with broader societal trends embedded in the SSPs such as pop-
ulation and economic growth3. Having a consistent baseline across all of the projections facilitates straightfor-
ward comparison of the changes associated with each future trajectory. Providing a large number of physically 
consistent variables at high temporal resolution enables exploration of compound events52 and multiple pro-
cess interactions, such as hydroclimatic priming for wildfires, which involves interactions among temperature, 
humidity, and wind53. Finally, applying TGW to many events, to various types of events, and for many warming 
levels enables a systematic exploration of the ways in which thermodynamic change influences the characteris-
tics of extremes.

We caution, however, that by design the TGW approach does not fully characterise the changing frequency 
of extreme events, since it holds internal climate variability54 fixed in relation to observed historical events. By 
the same token, our approach does not explore all possible weather patterns and events since it uses the observa-
tional record as a starting point. For example, if a tropical cyclone did not strike a given location in the historical 
record, it is unlikely to do so in the future TGW simulations, even if such an event could have occurred or might 
still occur in the future. The so-called “large ensemble” experiments55 represent a complementary approach 
that is well-suited for characterising a broad range of outcomes possible within a given climate regime, as well 
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Thermodynamic Change Signal
 Derived from GCMs
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Fig. 1 Spatial plots summarising the downscaling approach using a heat wave on July 1, 2010 as an example. 
Each plot shows near surface air temperature. ERA5 re-analysis (a,c,f) is first downscaled with the Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (b) from a horizontal resolution of approximately 30 km to 12 km.  
A thermodynamic change signal derived from global climate models (GCMs) is added to the ERA5 data (d,g), 
representing a change from the baseline time period to 40 years in the future (July 2050 minus 2010) (d) and 80 
years in the future (July 2090 minus 2010) (g). The modified ERA5 data are then downscaled with WRF yielding 
simulations that represent the same event from July 1, 2010 in the context of the July 1, 2050 climate (e) and July 
1, 2090 climate (h). This is repeated for each time period from 1980–2019 and for 4 future warming trajectories. 
For illustrative purposes we show the results from the SSP585, high-sensitivity model trajectory.
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Fig. 2 Line plots showing mean annual temperature over CONUS land area derived from ERA5 in historical 
period (1980–2019) and the TGW WRF simulations for high sensitivity and low sensitivity models from SSP585 
(2020–2099) and SSP245 (2020–2099) in the future period. Each of the four future trajectories is composed 
of two 40-year sequences that repeat the historical 40-year simulation with differing levels of time-evolving 
thermodynamic warming signals applied.
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as changes in event frequency, or the frequency of large-scale conditions that lead to extreme events, across 
different climate regimes. The TGW approach captures only those aspects of event distributions that are driven 
by thermodynamic change, e.g., increased heat wave occurrence resulting from the intensification of events that 
might otherwise not have been considered heat waves. Moreover, we caution that while our approach produces 

Model
Ensemble 
Members

Climate 
Sensitivity

Transient Climate 
Response (°C)

Equilibrium Climate 
Sensitivity (°C)

NorESM2-MM r1i1p1f1 Low 1.22 2.49

GISS-E2-1-G

r1i1p3f1  
r2i1p3f1  
r3i1p3f1  
r4i1p3f1  
r5i1p3f1

Low 1.80 2.64

GFDL-ESM4 r1i1p1f1 Low 1.63 2.65

ACCESS-ESM1-5

r1i1p1f1  
r2i1p1f1  
r3i1p1f1  
r4i1p1f1  
r5i1p1f1

Low 1.97 3.88

CNRM-CM6-1-HR r1i1p1f2 High 2.46 4.34

UKESM1-0-LL
r1i1p1f2  
r2i1p1f2  
r3i1p1f2  
r4i1p1f2

High 2.77 5.36

HadGEM3-GC31-LL r1i1p1f3 High 2.49 5.55

CanESM5

r1i1p1f1  
r2i1p1f1  
r3i1p1f1  
r4i1p1f1  
r5i1p1f1

High 2.71 5.64

Table 1. CMIP6 models and ensemble members used to calculate thermodynamic global warming signals. The 
table also shows which models were designated as low-sensitivity and which were designated as high-sensitivity, 
along with their associated transient climate responses and equilibrium climate sensitivities. The models are 
ordered according to their equilibrium climate sensitivity from lowest to highest. 
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot showing the change in temperature versus change in relative humidity over CONUS for 
the late 21st century under SSP585 scenario with respect to historical period. The change is calculated as the 
difference between 2060 to 2099 and 1980 to 2019 in the ensemble mean of each of the eight CMIP6 models. 
Arithmetic means are used for all variables to average across time, space, and ensemble members. Models with 
high/low temperature sensitivity are shown in red /blue oval.
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a single consistent historical baseline, this historical simulation does contain biases when evaluated against 
observational benchmarks as we document further below. Furthermore, due to computational constraints, we 
limited our simulations to 12-km resolution. With sufficient resources, a similar process could be repeated at 
convection-resolving scales, as in Liu et al.35, which would likely improve the representation of storm dynamics 
and topographically driven precipitation56.

Finally, we note that our procedure does not result in a perfectly smooth transition from the historical period 
to future periods (2019 to 2020), nor from the first half of each future trajectory to its second half (2059 to 2060). 
The discontinuities at these transition points reflect the transition back to 1980 as the reference year at the start 
of each 40-year continuous simulation (both 2020 and 2060 are simulated as analogues of 1980 and are the start 
of a new 40-year sequence), resulting in an abrupt shift to different weather conditions and different modes of 
large-scale variability, such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The transitions also reflect climatic dif-
ferences in the warming trend from 1980–2019 between ERA5 and the GCMs used to derive the TGW signals. 
To assist users in understanding these transitions, we provide further analysis and discussion in the Usage Notes 
section below. Moreover, for some applications temporal continuity is not required and it may be preferable to 
analyse the data using regional or global warming levels rather than time as the primary unit of analysis. We 
provide examples and ancillary data about warming levels to assist users in making these determinations as well.

Methods
Methods overview. We downscale the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts version 
5 re-analysis (ERA5)40 from a spatial resolution of approximately 30 km to 12 km using the Weather Research 
Forecasting Model (WRF)57 over a 40 year period (1980–2019). For future simulations, we apply a thermody-
namic global warming (TGW) approach that involves adding a climate change signal from GCMs followed 
by downscaling. We perform a total of four future simulations (2020–2099) for two CMIP6 scenarios and two 
groups of GCMs with high and low climate sensitivities, respectively. Within each group of GCMs, each model 
is weighted equally, and we use multiple ensemble members for each model, when available, to create a single 
model average before creating the multi-model average. The future simulations are divided into two forty-year 
simulations, 2020–2059 (near-future) and 2060–2099 (far-future). The experiments are designed such that the 
40-year ERA5 historical time series repeats in the future with the added climate change signal in near and far-fu-
ture simulations.

Model selection. We select GCMs from the CMIP6 archives based on their overall skill, data availability and 
model independence. First, we choose GCMs that rank within the top 25 models based on a comprehensive skill 
assessment over the CONUS58. Additionally, we select the GCMs that have the data available for all the variables 
(air temperature, near-surface air temperature, skin temperature, relative humidity, sea-surface temperature) that 
are used to calculate TGW signals, for both SSP245 and SSP585 scenarios. We use 1–5 ensemble members per 

Fig. 4 The WRF domain, which includes the CONUS, northern Mexico, and southern Canada. The colors 
indicate terrain height (m).
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model based on the availability. Finally, we pick one model per institute to account for model independence, given 
the models from the same institute tend to perform similarly.

The selected models and ensembles used are summarized in Table 1. The eight selected models were further 
grouped into four high- and four low-climate sensitivity models based on the changes in projected CONUS 
mean temperature by the ensemble mean in SSP585 scenarios (Fig. 3). We also report here the transient cli-
mate response (TCR) and Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS)59 associated with each model, where TCR 
is defined as the mean global warming reached when carbon dioxide doubles in an idealised simulation in 
which carbon dioxide increases 1% per year, and ECS is defined as the long-term equilibrium global mean 
temperature change following a doubling of pre-industrial carbon dioxide concentrations. TCR has been sug-
gested as a useful metric for identifying GCMs that exhibit realistic historical warming trajectories60. Each of 
the four low-sensitivity models exhibit a TCR within the “very likely” range of 1.2–2.4 °C as determined by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) through multiple lines of evidence61. The overall mean 
TCR among the low-sensitivity models is 1.7 °C, which is just below the IPCC central value estimate of 1.8 °C. 
All of the high-sensitivity models have a TCR above the “very likely” range, with an overall mean of 2.6 °C. 
Considering ECS, all of the low-sensitivity models exhibit ECS values within the IPCC “very likely” range of 
2.0–5.0 °C that considers multiple lines of evidence61, whereas 3 of the 4 high-sensitivity models exhibit ECS 
values above this range. The mean ECS among the low-sensitivity models is 2.92 which corresponds closely to 
the IPCC central estimate of 3 °C.

calculation of thermodynamic global warming signals. Thermodynamic change signals were cal-
culated using monthly GCM data for air temperature, near-surface air temperature, skin temperature, relative 
humidity, and sea-surface temperature. We note that some TGW studies apply change signals to temperature 
alone and hold relative humidity fixed. In this case, saturation vapor pressure and vapor pressure both increase 
according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship. However, as shown in Fig. 3, GCMs demonstrate changes in 
relative humidity that deviate from this relationship within our study domain. To capture this effect, we apply a 
TGW signal to relative humidity in the same way that we do for other variables, following the approach taken 
by other published studies33,36. Applying a change to both temperature and relative humidity in this way, leads 
to changes in other moisture related variables that are derived from those quantities by the WRF model such as 
vapor pressure, specific humidity, dewpoint temperature, etc. We are not aware of any studies that have systemati-
cally compared the implications of modifying relative humidity in this way versus modifying these other moisture 
variables directly or holding relative humidity fixed.

CONUS physics suite Rahimi et al.56 Liu et al.35

Microphysics Thompson scheme88 Predicted Particle Property scheme (P3)89 Thompson aerosol-aware90

Cumulus Parameterization Tiedtke91 Tiedtke91 —

Longwave Radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92 Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92 Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92

Shortwave Radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92 Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92 Rapid Radiative Transfer Model92

Planetary Boundary layer Mellor-Yamada-Janjic scheme (MYJ)93,94 Yonsei University PBL (YSU)95 Yonsei University PBL (YSU)95

Surface Layer Eta Similarity scheme96 Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR 
Mesoscale Model (Revised MM5)97

Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR 
Mesoscale Model (Revised MM5)97

Land Surface Noah Land Surface Model62 Noah-MP98 Noah-MP98

Table 2. Tested WRF physics parametrization configurations. The CONUS physics suite, recommended 
by NCAR, was chosen for better reproduction of the PRISM-based precipitation and daily maximum and 
minimum air temperature for an arbitrarily test year, 2009. 

Simulation SSP RCP GCM Sensitivity Time Period Folder Name

HISTORICAL — — — 1980–2019 historical_1980_2019

SSP245COLD_NEAR 2 4.5 Low 2020–2059 rcp45cooler_2020_2059

SSP245COLD_FAR 2 4.5 Low 2060–2099 rcp45cooler_2060_2099

SSP245HOT_NEAR 2 4.5 High 2020–2059 rcp45hotter_2020_2059

SSP245HOT_FAR 2 4.5 High 2060–2099 rcp45hotter_2060_2099

SSP585COLD_NEAR 5 8.5 Low 2020–2059 rcp85cooler_2020_2059

SSP585COLD_FAR 5 8.5 Low 2060–2099 rcp85cooler_2060_2099

SSP585HOT_NEAR 5 8.5 High 2020–2059 rcp85hotter_2020_2059

SSP585HOT_FAR 5 8.5 High 2060–2099 rcp85hotter_2060_2099

Table 3. A list of simulations indicating the corresponding SSP scenario, RCP pathway, GCM sensitivity 
designation, and time period. The folder name for locating data associated with each simulation within the data 
repository is provided as well. 
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For each GCM, we used data from the CMIP6 historical experiment for time periods 2014 and earlier, and 
data from the SSP245 and SSP585 scenarios for time periods 2015 and later. Our goal was to produce a relatively 
smoothly evolving signal in both time and space that reflects the thermodynamic signal of climate change, but 
not weather-related or other modes of internal variability, since our goal is to reproduce such variability based 
on re-analysis. To do this, we averaged the TGW signal from multiple GCMs, multiple ensemble members for 
each GCM when available as listed in Table 1, and multiple years from each GCM centred on years of interest, 
as described below.

First, each ensemble member of a GCM was remapped to a common 1-degree latitude-longitude grid using 
bilinear interpolation. Additionally, the atmospheric variables (air temperature and relative humidity) were 
interpolated to ERA5 atmospheric pressure levels. Ensemble mean values for each GCM were created using 
the ensembles listed in Table 1. The multi-model mean for low and high sensitivity models was then calculated 
based on an average of the ensemble means.

A moving average was calculated for each month of each year from 1979 to 2099 using a 11-year window 
centered on the month of interest (e.g., the value for January of 1980 is the average of all Januaries from 1975–
1985) to reduce the impact of interannual variability on the warming signals. Since the GCM data is available 
only until 2100, the size of the averaging window was reduced to 9,7,5, and 3 years as we approached 2099 (i.e., 
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Fig. 5 Spatial maps showing differences in climatology of daily maximum temperature and precipitation 
simulated by WRF with respect to ERA5 and PRISM for (a–d) Winter (e–h) Spring (i–l) Summer and (m–p) 
Fall during the 1981–2019 period.
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the value for January 2099 is the average of all Januaries from 2098–2100). Monthly 40-year and 80-year change 
signals were then calculated for each year in the 2019–2059 and 2059–2099 period with respect to the corre-
sponding year in 1979–2019. We note that the first year of each sequence (1979, 2019, and 2059) was included to 
provide a spinup year for the WRF simulations; these spinup year simulations are provided separately.

The 1-degree monthly change signals were interpolated to the 12-km WRF domain. Finally, the monthly 
change signals were interpolated to 3-hourly levels using linear interpolation between each month. The 3-hourly 
12-km signals were then added to the 3-hourly meteorological files, which were generated using the WRF 
pre-processing System (WPS) using the ERA5 re-analysis as input. Consequently, the modified WPS output files 
were used as an input to WRF to perform the future simulations. For users who wish to reproduce this workflow, 
the code used to calculate, interpolate, and add the TGW signals is publicly available (see Code Availability 
section).

WRF configuration and testing. We use the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Version 
4.2.1)57 to downscale ERA5 in the historical period and ERA5 plus TGW signal for the future periods to a res-
olution of 12 km over domain size of 425 × 300 grid points over CONUS (Fig. 4). WRF is a fully compressible, 
non-hydrostatic, mesoscale numerical weather prediction model. WRF software architecture allows for a multi-
tude of configurations of physics parameterizations (e.g., micro-physics, planetary boundary layer, radiation, and 
land surface processes) supporting a wide range of applications.

Our WRF parameterization configuration follows recommendations by the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR), which is a developer and a user of the WRF model for operational forecasting over the 
CONUS. These recommendations have been implemented in the form of a physical parameterization suite spe-
cific to the CONUS-scale application of WRF, introduced in version 3.9. We tested two alternative parametriza-
tion configurations informed by precedents in the literature35,56 (Table 2) neither of which resulted in decisively 
improved model performance when evaluated against CONUS-level PRISM-based precipitation and daily max-
imum and minimum air temperature for a test simulation of the year 2009.

For all simulations, we used the Noah Land Surface Model62, the National Land Cover Data (NLCD)63, 
the NLCD impervious surface data64, and the single-layer urban canopy model (UCM)65,66 for an enhanced 
representation of urban cover (fraction of developed or built surfaces) and processes. The Noah Land Surface 
model was chosen due to its compatibility with UCM and NLCD. UCM resolves urban canopy processes and 
the exchange of energy, moisture, and momentum between urban surfaces and the planetary boundary layer. 
The UCM parametrizes the three-dimensional nature of the street canyon where it accounts for the shadowing, 
reflection, and trapping of the radiation and wind profiles67. Representation of urban surfaces with adequate 
fidelity is important for two reasons. First, urban areas are increasingly shown to have important implications 
for atmospheric moisture, wind, boundary layer structure, cloud formation, precipitation, and storms68. Second, 
surface observations, especially over urban areas, are rarely assimilated in re-analysis datasets68,69, including in 
ERA5.

All simulations use 39 vertical levels and daily sea-surface temperature (SST). Following reports of improved 
model performance and to prevent significant model drift over long simulations35,56,70,71, we apply spectral nudg-
ing to the temperature, geopotential height, and horizontal winds. Nudging starts from the planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) top, an approach well-established in the literature35,56,72,73, up to the model top of 50 hPa. For spec-
tral nudging, the zonal and meridional grid-relative wavenumber parameters, were set to 3 which constrains 
large scale phenomena (larger than ~1,500 km) while allowing for mesoscales and sub-synoptic scales such 
as convective systems to evolve freely. Atmospheric concentrations of the principal greenhouse gases (CO2, 
N2O, CH4, CFC11, and CFC12) within WRF are specified to follow the SSP scenarios for CMIP6 experiment74 
in a time-evolving annual manner. Land use and landcover do not change over time. Each 40-year simulation 

Mean Absolute Daily Maximum 
Temperature Bias (°C)

Mean Absolute Daily Precipitation 
Bias (mm)

WRF vs. ERA5 WRF vs. PRISM WRF vs. ERA5 WRF vs. PRISM

Winter (DJF) 1.73 1.68 0.24 0.33

Spring (MAM) 1.12 0.97 0.31 0.30

Summer (JJA) 1.09 1.04 0.56 0.58

Fall (SON) 0.78 0.81 0.36 0.32

Mean Daily Maximum Temperature Spatial 
Pattern Correlation

Mean Daily Precipitation Spatial 
Pattern Correlation

WRF vs. ERA5 WRF vs. PRISM WRF vs. ERA5 WRF vs. PRISM

Winter (DJF) 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96

Spring (MAM) 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.94

Summer (JJA) 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.90

Fall (SON) 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.95

Table 4. Seasonal bias statistics comparing the WRF historical simulation during the period 1981–2019 to both 
the ERA5 and PRISM datasets, including CONUS-wide mean absolute biases for daily maximum temperature 
and precipitation, as well as the spatial pattern correlation coefficients mean daily maximum temperature and 
precipitation across the CONUS.
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begins with an additional spinup year (e.g., we simulate 1979 prior to the 1980–2019 simulation) in order to 
allow the model’s internal state variables to approach equilibrium before proceeding with the target simulation 
years. We note that soil moisture states typically take several years to equilibrate following a discontinuous 
change in climate regime. Therefore, users should be aware there may be transitory soil moisture and associated 
land-atmosphere feedback dynamics in the first few years of each 40-year simulation. See the Usage Notes sec-
tion for further discussion of discontinuities among the simulations.

Data Records
The dataset75 is available via Globus with a copy stored and minted in the MSD-Live data repository (https://doi.
org/10.57931/1885756). Instructions for downloading the data, as well as additional information regarding the 
dataset and available variables can be found at a data landing page (https://tgw-data.msdlive.org).

The dataset consists of WRF model outputs for each of 9 40-year simulations (see Table 3), yearly restart files 
for each simulation that can be used to restart the WRF model, and the average warming signal applied to each 
trajectory. The aforementioned spinup years of each simulation are provided in a separate folder, but are not 
recommended for use beyond diagnostic purposes.

WRF minus ERA5 WRF minus PRISM

WRF minus ERA5 WRF minus PRISM

95th percentile of daily precipitation (1981-2019)

95th percentile of daily maximum temperature (1981-2019)
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Fig. 6 Spatial maps showing differences in climatology of 95th percentile of daily precipitation (P95) and 
95th percentile of daily maximum temperature (T95) simulated by WRF with respect to (a,d) ERA5 and (b,e) 
PRISM.
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Data for each simulation are provided in weekly NetCDF files that include additional metadata such as units, 
descriptions, and dimensionality for each variable. 25 variables are available at hourly resolution, and 207 var-
iables are available at three-hourly resolution. Spatial resolution is 12 km and spans CONUS, including some 
areas of Canada and Mexico, resulting in a grid of 424 by 299 cells. Certain variables are also stratified across 32 
pressure levels or 4 soil layers. The spatial projection is a Lambert Conformal Conic with a reference latitude of 
40°, a reference longitude of −97°, standard parallels of 30° and 45°, and using an Earth radius of 6.37 × 106m. 
Spatial coordinates are provided in both meters and degrees. For a full list of variables, please see the dataset 
landing page on the MSD-LIVE platform.

To aid in the contextualization of each simulated future year, spatially averaged warming signals are provided 
in degrees Celsius as CSV files at both monthly and annual temporal resolution, at both global and CONUS 
scale. These represent the degree of overall warming applied to each historical reference time period to pro-
duce the future simulations and can be used to translate from a time-based analysis framework to a warming 
level-based framework as described in the usage notes section below.

technical Validation
Similar to GCMs, regional climate models are known to exhibit biases when compared against historical 
data35,56. It is therefore important to understand the extent of such biases so that potential users of the data can 
determine suitability for specific applications and interpret results accordingly. Here we evaluate the extent of 
the biases present in our historical simulation dataset for common metrics related to temperature and precip-
itation. We focus our evaluation across a range of spatial and temporal scales including seasonal means as well 
as metrics related to environmental extremes and distributions at specific points. It is not possible to anticipate 
and evaluate all of the climatic phenomena of potential interest to users of the data, so we encourage users to 
perform additional validation of the historical data for specific applications as appropriate. To illustrate how 
one might perform additional validation with respect to a specific event type, we provide an analysis of tropical 
cyclone tracks and intensities.
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Fig. 7 Probability distribution plots of daily precipitation and daily maximum temperature over (a,b) Houston, 
(c,d) St Louis (e,f) Seattle (g,h) Las Vegas (i,j) New York and (k,l) Miami respectively. These plots use daily data 
from 1981–2019 period. Precipitation distributions are presented with a log probability scale.
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Because our historical simulation is a downscaling of the ERA5 re-analysis dataset, some of the biases may be 
inherited from that parent dataset and some may be introduced by WRF. We therefore present, where possible, 
evaluations that compare our historical simulation directly to ERA5, as well as to benchmark observationally 
based datasets, which helps to decompose which biases arise from ERA5 versus WRF.

Temperature and precipitation. We evaluate the spatial pattern of seasonal mean daily maximum tem-
perature and precipitation in our historical dataset compared to the ERA5 re-analysis dataset and to the obser-
vationally derived Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM)76 dataset (Fig. 5; 
Table 4). Because PRISM data is not available for 1980, we restrict this and subsequent analyses to the common 
overlapping years of 1981–2019.

Overall, the spatial patterns of seasonal temperature and precipitation in the WRF historical simulation are 
highly correlated with both datasets. All correlation coefficients for seasonal mean daily maximum tempera-
ture are 0.95 or higher and all correlation coefficients are 0.90 or higher for seasonal mean daily precipitation 
(Table 4). The lowest correlation is for summertime precipitation, where a clear dry and hot bias can be seen over 
the central United States (Fig. 5), which is a bias identified in other studies using the WRF model35. There is also 
a cold bias during the winter season (Fig. 5). Overall, the patterns of WRF bias compared to ERA5 and PRISM 
are similar to one another, indicating that they arise primarily from WRF, as opposed to ERA5.

In terms of temperature and precipitation extremes, we also evaluated the spatial pattern of the 95% percen-
tile for daily maximum temperature and precipitation (Fig. 6). This analysis reveals a hot and dry pattern over 
the central United States that resembles the bias for summertime seasonal mean maximum temperature and 
precipitation. To understand these biases further, we evaluated the shape of the distributions for daily maximum 
temperature and precipitation at 6 points across the CONUS (Fig. 7). These representative points all lie over 
major metropolitan areas and were chosen for their geographic and climatic diversity, as well as to sample points 
with both higher and lower levels of bias in the 95% percentile of maximum temperature and precipitation. The 
temperature distributions show that there is overall good correspondence between the WRF dataset, ERA5, and 
PRISM, with the WRF dataset often capturing unique multimodal peaks observed at each point. However, the 
central US points (Houston and St Louis) are skewed toward high extremes, as is the Seattle point to a lesser 
extent. The Las Vegas point shows an improvement over ERA5, whereas the Miami point shows a degradation 
toward lower extremes compared to ERA5. In several cases, the WRF dataset shows an improvement over ERA5 
for lower levels of precipitation (Fig. 7). However, in regions of higher bias in the 95% percentile value such as 
Houston and St. Louis, the distribution has greater density in the 1–4 mm range, which corresponds to lower 
density at the higher end of the distribution.

Tropical cyclone tracks and intensities. Tropical cyclones (TCs) are weather phenomena that threaten the 
U.S. East and Gulf Coasts in the summer and fall months and are being impacted by climate change43,77. Because TC 
landfalls cause dangerous conditions through their heavy precipitation, storm surge, and strong winds, it is important 
to understand how TCs and their hazards may change in future climates, and TGW simulations provide a unique 
testbed to study this question. Here we present the TC tracks and intensities in the WRF Historic simulation to ensure 
the TC climatology looks reasonably realistic and can be compared to observations and re-analysis.

TCs were tracked using the TempestExtremes package78,79 using parameters very similar to those described 
in Stansfield et al.80. For observations, the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) 
database81 is used for TC tracks and intensities. TCs are also tracked in ERA540 for comparison, since the WRF 
Historical simulation is downscaled from ERA5. One additional step we applied for the WRF simulations was 
discarding any TC track points that were directly on the WRF domain edge. For observations and ERA5, any 
track points outside of the WRF domain or on the domain edge were discarded. Since WRF has a bounded 

Fig. 8 Tracks of TCs in (a) observations, (b) ERA5, and (c) the WRF Historical simulation for 1980–2019. 
Tracks are colored by their Saffir-Simpson category at the time, based on their 10-m wind speed (see legend 
at bottom). The number in the bottom right of each panel shows the annual mean TC count. Tracks are only 
plotted for times when the TC’s maximum 10-m wind speed is 17 m/s or higher.
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domain and therefore it is harder to satisfy TC tracking criteria within the limited domain, we applied the fol-
lowing tracking filters used on the WRF output to the observations and ERA5: each trajectory must last for at 

Fig. 9 Precipitation from Hurricane Irma over Florida in (a) observations, (b) the WRF Historical simulation, and 
(c–f) the four SSP585 WRF simulations. Colored contours show accumulated precipitation in mm for Sept. 9 0Z 
2017 to Sept. 12 0Z 2017. Black dashed lines show the track (observed or simulated) of Irma. The track terminates 
earlier in some simulations than others because TCs are only tracked when their maximum 10-m wind speeds 
meet or exceed 17 m/s. The text in the upper left shows the average accumulated precipitation over Florida only.
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least 24 hours with a maximum gap of 6 hours, the maximum 10-m wind speed had to be at least 10 m/s for 2 
timesteps in each trajectory, and the first latitude point of each trajectory had to be at or equatorward of 35°N.

Fig. 10 Spatial maps showing (a) grid points that have an ongoing heat wave and daily maximum temperature 
on a particular day in (b) historical and in near and far future periods for (c,d) SSP245 low sensitivity (e,f) 
SSP585 low sensitivity (g,h) SSP585 high sensitivity and (i,j) SSP245 high sensitivity simulations. The plots are 
shown for June 29 in the year 2012, 2052 and 2092 in historical, near and far future respectively. A heat wave at a 
given grid point must have at least 3 days with daily maximum temperature above a threshold. The threshold is 
determined by calculating the 95th percentile of daily maximum temperature during the summer months (June, 
July & August) of each year and then averaging this value over the 1980–2019 period.
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Looking at Fig. 8, the locations of TC landfalls are similar across observations, ERA5, and WRF; however, 
the ERA5 and WRF Historical underestimate the annual mean TC counts over the 40-year period compared 
to observations. Looking at the TC intensities, WRF Historical shows improvement over ERA5, simulating 
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Fig. 11 Spatial maps showing (a) grid points that have an ongoing extreme precipitation event and precipitation 
on a particular day in (b) historical and in near and far future periods for (c,d) SSP245 low sensitivity (e,f) 
SSP585 low sensitivity (g,h) SSP585 high sensitivity and (i,j) SSP245 high sensitivity simulations. The plots are 
shown for November 27 in the year 2015, 2055 and 2095 in historical, near and far future respectively. The grid 
points shown in a) are those with precipitation above a threshold, which is determined by calculating the 95th 
percentile of daily precipitation for each year and then averaging over the 1980–2019 period.
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many more storms at the Category 1 and 2 strengths. The TCs in WRF do not reach major hurricane strength 
(Category 3 and above), which is common for atmospheric models82 but also could be related to the short dis-
tance between the WRF domain edge and CONUS, which does not allow much time for the TCs to intensify 
over the ocean before making landfall. In short, the WRF Historical simulation underestimates annual mean TC 
counts compared to observations, like ERA5, but improves upon the low bias in annual mean TC counts and TC 
intensities in ERA580,83. Nevertheless, it would still be fruitful for future studies to utilize these WRF simulations 
to understand how TCs and their dangerous characteristics like precipitation totals may change in the future.

Usage Notes
The dataset lends itself to examining future changes in climate conditions and specific weather events in two 
distinct ways: either as they evolve over time in relation to specific warming trajectories (time-based analysis) or 
alternatively as a function of the overall amount of warming present in different future analogue simulations of 
past conditions (warming level-based analysis). Doing so with respect to particular events, especially events that 
led to significant impacts on human or natural systems, has been referred to as “storyline” analysis44. To assist 
users in translating between time-based and warming level-based analysis, the dataset includes several files that 
contain the mean annual and monthly surface air temperature warming levels associated with each future simu-
lation, calculated as both CONUS mean changes and global mean changes using the same procedure and GCM 
groupings that were used to derive the TGW signals driving the simulations.

In this section we provide some illustrative examples of how one might use the dataset to examine storylines, 
as well as future climate changes with respect to both time and warming levels. When examining changes over 
time, it is important to be aware of discontinuities in the dataset that occur at the boundaries of each 40-year 
simulation (i.e., at the 2019 to 2020 transition and the 2059 to 2060 transition). Therefore, we provide some 
additional analysis to assist users in understanding why these discontinuities occur and to contextualise them in 
relation to the mean warming trajectories estimated by GCMs.

tropical cyclone storyline precipitation analysis. Figure 9 shows the accumulated precipitation 
in mm from Hurricane Irma over the period Sept. 9, 2017 at 0 Z to Sept. 12, 2017 at 0Z for observations, the 
WRF Historical simulation, and the four SSP585 WRF simulations. TC precipitation was extracted using the 
TempestExtremes package78,79 using methodology described in Stansfield et al.80 For observations, the precip-
itation dataset used is the CPC Global Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Daily Precipitation84. As shown by the 

Fig. 12 Scatter plots demonstrating the difference between time-based and warming level-based analysis of 
individual event characteristics. Panels (a) and (c) show the maximum temperature simulated at a single gridcell 
at St Louis, MO during the heat wave June 29, 2012 heat wave event and its 8 future analogue events simulated in 
2052 and 2092. Panels (b) and (d) show the mean daily precipitation averaged over gridcells in which precipitation 
is present during the storm event that occurred on November 27, 2015 and its 8 future analogue events in 2055 
and 2095. Panel (a) and (b) display this information with respect to time, whereas panels (c) and (d) display the 
same values with respect to the relative amount of CONUS-scale mean warming in each warming trajectory.
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dashed black lines, the tracks of Irma are similar in the simulations compared to observations. Similar tracks are 
a prerequisite to compare precipitation accumulations because deviations in a TC’s track can cause changes in 
landfall location and translation speed, which can make it hard to directly compare the precipitation43. Therefore, 
before comparing a TC between different future simulations, it’s important to plot its track in the various simula-
tions first and make sure they are similar, which may not be true for all TCs in the dataset. Besides comparing the 
spatial field of precipitation, bulk metrics like average precipitation accumulations over an area can be compared, 
as shown in the boxes in the top left for the state of Florida only. For Hurricane Irma, the spatial fields of accumu-
lated precipitation are similar across all the WRF simulations, with maximum values along the western coast and 
central Florida. It is also obvious that the precipitation accumulations generally increase for the future simulations 
compared to the Historical, which is confirmed by the average accumulation values.

Fig. 14 Mean annual surface air temperature anomalies over the CONUS in the WRF TGW simulations 
(green) and multi-model GCM means for each of the four warming trajectories (magenta): (a) low-sensitivity 
models for SSP245, (b) high-sensitivity models for SSP245, (c) low-sensitivity models for SSP585, and (d) high-
sensitivity models for SSP585. Each trajectory is normalised relative to its own 1980–1989 mean temperature in 
order to facilitate comparison of their relative warming rates over time.
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Fig. 13 Mean annual surface air temperature anomalies over the CONUS in ERA5 and multi-model GCM 
means for each of the four warming trajectories. Each trajectory is normalised relative to its own 1980–1989 
mean temperature in order to facilitate comparison of their relative warming rates over time.
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Time-based and warming level-based analysis. To demonstrate how to translate between time-based 
and warming level-based analysis using the dataset, we consider two illustrative events: a heat wave that occurred 
on June 29, 2012 (Fig. 10) and an extreme precipitation event that occurred on November 27, 2015 (Fig. 11). 
Each event is simulated once in the historical simulation and 8 times within the future TGW simulations, twice 
(at plus-40 and plus-80 years) for each of the 4 future warming trajectories. The spatial extent and maximum 
temperatures reached during the heat wave increase in the future simulations, more so in the later time periods 
compared to the earlier periods from the same trajectories, more so in the in the high-sensitivity model groups 
compared the low-sensitivity model groups, and more so in the SSP585 scenarios compared to the SSP245 scenar-
ios. Similarly, the precipitation event is simulated once in the historical simulation and 8 times within the future 
TGW simulations, and generally shows higher levels of precipitation in those time periods and trajectories that 
have higher amounts of warming, such as later time periods, high-sensitivity model groups, and higher emissions 
scenarios. To further examine the relationship between warming level and event characteristics, we chose an illus-
trative scalar metric for each event that describes a key characteristic of the event. For the heat wave, we chose the 
maximum temperature reached at a specific gridcell near the center of the heat wave over the city of St. Louis. For 
the precipitation event, we calculate the mean daily precipitation over all gridcells within the CONUS where pre-
cipitation occurs. The characteristics can be understood in relation to the warming trajectories over time (Fig. 12, 
panels a and b), where the future values at each time represent a range of plausible changes given the GCM sen-
sitivities and emission scenarios considered. Alternatively, the characteristics can be evaluated in relation to the 
amount of regional warming applied to each TGW simulation (Fig. 12, panels c.d), which highlights the degree to 
which varying levels of thermodynamic change influence the characteristics of the events.

Transitions among the simulations. Each 40-year simulation in the dataset evolves continuously and can 
be used to track individual weather events. However, discontinuities occur at the boundary between each 40-year 
simulation (from 2019 to 2020 and from 2059 to 2060). These discontinuities result from two factors. First, there 
is a shift in which reference year is used as the baseline. For instance, 2019 is a direct downscaling of ERA5 for 
the year 2019, but 2020 is simulated as a thermodynamically modified version of 1980. Likewise, 2059 is a ther-
modynamically modified version of 2019, but 2060 is a thermodynamically modified version of 1980. This means 
that there is a transition to a new weather pattern and new large-scale modes of variability (e.g., a new degree of 
strength in the El Nino Southern Oscillation) that occur at those transition points. Therefore, users should be 
mindful not to treat any particular event as continuous across those transitions.

The second factor contributing to discontinuity among the separate 40-year simulations results from a mis-
match between the amount of warming that occurs within ERA5 during the 1980–2019 historical baseline period 
in comparison to the GCMs used to derive the TGW signals (Fig. 13). In general, the GCMs warm at a faster rate 
than ERA5. This is especially true for the higher sensitivity model warming trajectories. Therefore, the TGW 
warming signal for the year 2020, which is based on a multi-year and multi-model average representing the GCM 
change from 1980 to 2020, exceeds the amount of warming present in ERA5 during that same time period. This 
results in a discontinuity within the WRF TGW dataset at 2020 as the WRF simulations essentially catch up to the 
level of warming present in the GCMs in 2020 (Fig. 14). Over the course of the 2020–2059 simulations, the lower 
level of warming in the baseline ERA5 dataset causes the downscaled WRF TGW simulations to eventually track 
below the GCM warming trajectories, which again results in a discontinuity at 2060 as the simulations return to 
1980 as the baseline year and the TGW WRF simulation again catches up to the GCM trajectory.

As can be seen in Fig. 14, the WRF TGW simulations broadly track the GCM warming trajectories, albeit 
in a piecewise manner. The magnitude of the transition discontinuities is more prevalent in the high-sensitivity 
model simulations because the difference in the baseline warming level in this GCM group compared to ERA5 
is larger than that in the low-sensitivity GCM model group. Indeed, as noted in the methods section above, the 
low-sensitivity model group contains GCMs whose transient climate response (TCR) and equilibrium climate sen-
sitivity (ECS) fall within the “very likely” range based on the multiple lines of evidence assessed within the most 
recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change assessment report61, whereas the high-sensitivity model group 
contains models whose TCR’s all exceed this range whose ECS’s exceed this range in 3 of 4 cases. It has been sug-
gested that such high-sensitivity models be used with caution when examining future warming in a time-based 
manner60, although others have noted that it is not possible to exclude these high-sensitivity models as implausible 
and thus they retain value for exploring a plausible range of extreme conditions85. Similarly, there is a growing 
understanding that the SSP585 scenario is unlikely given physical constraints on emissions as well as current policy 
and economic trends86, yet it retains analytic value when understood as a plausible extreme case87 and also provides 
a high signal-to-noise ratio for exploring how climate change affects the characteristics of weather phenomena.

Code availability
Code and workflow for running the historical simulation is available at https://github.com/IMMM-SFA/jones-
etal_2023_scidata. Model versions, input datasets, and parameters are outlined within.
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